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Class Name Make Your Own Umbrella!
--Supplies--

Teacher: Joan Buse

Supplies:
Seam Ripper
Rotary cutting supplies (Cutter with new blade, mat and rulers)

Pattern and frame supplied by instructor on day of class.

Fabric: 43"-45” W - 1 ¾ Yds. OR 54” - 60” W - 1 1/4 yds. All-over print or design
recommended for the first umbrella.
Iron fabric but it is not necessary to prewash.

Fabric: Not recommended for the first umbrella: stripes, plaids & one-way designs
because they usually require double the amount of fabric and take more time and more
room for matching.

Regular Sewing Machine: (MUST BRING even if you bring a serger) regular zig zag foot
and 1/4" foot or adjustable needle position, threaded with matching thread (usually the
fabric background color).

NOTE: Serger not needed to hem your umbrella: You may either do a very narrow hem or
turn the lower edge up and cover the lower hem edge with a small trim or braid (approx.
4 yards). Also, you may cover the raw-edged seams with the zigzag stitch.

Optional Serger: A serger may be used in addition to your regular sewing machine to
hem the lower edges with a three-thread narrow rolled hem: (bring your serger manual)
set up w/right needle thread to match the background of your fabric; matching upper
looper thread, wooly or two polyester matching threads, to go through the one upper
looper thread path; and matching lower looper thread.

Follow us on Instagram: @quilting_mayhem and
visit www.facebook.com/quiltingmayhem

http://www.quiltingmayhem.com/shop/c/p/White-Seam-Ripper-x17515958.htm
http://www.quiltingmayhem.com/shop/Notions/Cutting-Tools/Scissors-and-Rotary-Cutters.htm
http://www.quiltingmayhem.com/shop/Notions/Cutting-Tools/Mats.htm
http://www.quiltingmayhem.com/shop/Notions/Cutting-Tools/Rulers-and-Templates.htm


Notions: Fabric scissors, straight pins, hand sewing needle.

Notions: For later at home: Fray Check, hot glue or Tacky glue, and Velcro or one gripper
snap for the closure strip. (The adult umbrella frame comes with a snap)

Optional: Doily or waterproofing spray if regular cotton is used.

Optional: Camera, snack.
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